Dear Teachers,

Wow! We can’t believe that March is already over! It really has flown by!

Spring Break is here! We really hope that you enjoy your time off and take some time to truly relax and rejuvenate in order to have the energy and focus needed as we get ready to start implementing the Common Core State Frameworks and learning how to use them in your classroom. We are really looking forward to this journey with you!

This issue is rather light since we will be off for the next several days. We just wanted to pass on a few websites that we find useful.

Have a wonderful Spring Break and happy reading!

Enjoy your week off!

Julie Tibbitt and Laura Riddell
Mathematics Curriculum Coordinators
Columbia and Frederick Campus

Ideas for this newsletter are always welcome!
You MUST Bookmark This!


The Spatial Intelligence and Learning Center combines resources from scientists and educators. The above link will take you to a research project about ASL signers and how they use gestures during math instruction.

http://nrich.maths.org/stemNRICH

NRich is put together by University of Cambridge. You will find many amazing and creative lessons, resources, and activities using all kinds of mathematical concepts.